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The purpose of this letter is to point out an argument whih may ultimately lead to a rigorous
proof of the Penrose inequality in the general ase. The argument is a variation of Geroh's original
proposal for a proof of the positive energy theorem whih was later adapted by Jang and Wald to
apply to initial data sets ontaining apparent horizons. The new input is to dispense with the a
priori restrition to an initial data set and to use the four-dimensional struture of spaetime in an
essential way.
In an attempt to nd a ounterexample for the osmi ensorship hypothesis Penrose [1℄ postulated an inequality
whih relates the area of an apparent horizon to the total mass of an isolated gravitating system. His reasoning,
based on what he alled the establishment view on gravitational ollapse, was roughly as follows: onsider an
asymptotially at spaetime ontaining mass/energy at suiently high densities that it ollapses under its own
gravitational attration so that during the ollapse a marginally trapped surfae H and later a trapped surfae forms.
The singularity theorem implies that the spaetime will develop a singularity in the future. If the osmi ensorship
hypothesis is valid, then there will exist an event horizon whih enloses the ensuing singularity and the surfae H.
Following the establishment view on gravitational ollapse Penrose argues that the spaetime will ultimately settle
down to a Kerr blak-hole. Then the area AH of the apparent horizon H will be less than the area of the intersetion
of the event horizon with any spaelike and asymptotially at hypersurfae ontaining H. Sine the area of the event
horizon inreases towards the future AH will also be less than the area of the horizon in the limiting Kerr solution
whih is given by the well known formula AKerr = 8pim
(
m+
√
m2 − a2) whih in turn is less than or equal to the
Shwarzshild value AS = 16pim
2
for the same mass. This mass, however, annot exeed the value of the total (ADM)
mass M of the system beause the Bondi-Sahs mass loss formula implies that during the ollapse gravitational
radiation had arried away positive energy towards null-innity. Thus, the nal inequality is
AH ≤ 16piM2. (1)
If one ould set up situations in whih this inequality was violated then this would provide a strong argument against
the validity of the osmi ensorship hypothesis. Although, on the other hand, an independent proof of this inequality
would not be a proof of osmi ensorship, there have been numerous attempts to show that the Penrose inequality (1)
is, in fat, true without referring to the osmi ensorship hypothesis. One of the most suessful attempts has been
the argument by Jang and Wald [2℄ whih is based in turn on Geroh's earlier idea [3℄ to prove the positive energy
theorem.
Note, that the inequality (1) relates the area of a nite spaelike 2-surfae in spaetime with a quantity dened
at innity. Thus, it is natural to assume that H is ontained in an initial data surfae Σ whih extends out to
(spaelike) innity. Then the problem of proving (1) beomes a problem within the ontext of initial data sets for
the Einstein equations. The basi idea in [2℄ was to use the Hawking mass of the 2-surfaes of a foliation of Σ as a
quantity whih interpolates between the area of the apparent horizon on the one hand and the total mass on the other
hand. Geroh [3℄ had shown that, with some tehnial assumptions, the rate of hange of the Hawking mass along
suessive 2-surfaes is positive denite provided that the dominant energy ondition holds and that the 2-surfaes
evolve aording to the inverse mean urvature ow. That means that in order to transform one surfae into the
next eah of its points is moved a distane proportional to the inverse of the mean urvature at that point in the
diretion of the normal at that point. The most limiting assumption in this argument is that the initial data be time
symmetri, i.e. its extrinsi urvature in spaetime should vanish. Thus, if the inverse mean urvature ow existed
and was smooth then the reasoning in [2℄ would provide a proof of the Penrose inequality (1) for time symmetri
initial data sets. This ase, the so alled Riemannian Penrose inequality, was reently proven rigorously by Huisken
and Ilmanen [4,5℄ by showing the existene of an appropriate weak version of the inverse mean urvature ow whih
sues to make the argument work. However, there still remains the fat that Σ has to satisfy additional properties
so that the general proof of the Penrose inequality is still laking.
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As noted above, the inequality relates the nite 2-surfae H and innity. These are the given data while the
initial hypersurfae Σ is added by hand. A priori, no spaelike hypersurfae Σ is preferred. This raises the question
as to whether it is possible to use the available data to onstrut an appropriate Σ. An indiation of how this might
be ahieved an be found in the work of Israel [6,7℄ (see also Needham [8℄). He onsidered a trapped 2-surfae and
showed how to extend it into the future by a 3-dimensional spaelike ylinder whose setions are all trapped so that
its interior is ausally inarerated.
Consider a spaelike 2-surfae S embedded in spaetime M1. Assoiated with S are two unique null-diretions
perpendiular to S. Let la and na be two null-vetors aligned along these respetive null-diretions normalized
against eah other and let ρ and ρ′ be the divergenes of the respetive null-geodesi ongruenes emanating from
S. Clearly, the null-vetors are only dened up to sale. Under a resaling la 7→ cla the other null-vetor and the
divergenes sale aording to na 7→ (1/c)na, ρ 7→ cρ and ρ′ 7→ (1/c)ρ′. Thus the ombinations ρ′la and ρna are
invariantly dened as are all their linear ombinations. Of speial interest are the ombinations V a = ρ′la − ρna
(whih was used by Israel and Needham) and Ha = ρ′la + ρna. In normal situations suh as for a onvex surfae
in Minkowski spae when one of the null ongruenes diverges while the other onverges i.e., when ρ < 0 and ρ′ > 0
then V a and Ha are timelike and spaelike, respetively. The vetor eld Ha is, in fat, the mean urvature vetor of
S in M. We dene the inverse mean urvature vetor by (with H2 = −HaHa)
qa =
1
H2
Ha = − 1
2ρ
la − 1
2ρ′
na. (2)
We an use qa on S to onstrut another (innitesimally lose) 2-surfae S ′ aording to the rule that we move every
point of S a unit distane along the vetor qa at that point. From S ′ we proeed aording to the same rule and so
on. Thus, we ultimately onstrut a family of spaelike 2-surfaes Sλ whih are linked along a spaelike vetor eld
qa with parameter λ to form a spaelike 3-dimensional hypersurfae Σ.
Next, onsider the Hawking mass [10℄ assoiated with the 2-surfaes Sλ
m[Sλ] = 1
4pi
(
A
4pi
)1/2 ∫
Sλ
[K + ρρ′] d2S. (3)
Here K is the so alled omplex urvature of the 2-surfae Sλ. As a onsequene of the Gauÿ-Bonnet theorem its
integral over the surfae evaluates to a real multiple of the Euler harateristi of the surfae. We are interested
in the rate of hange of m[Sλ] along the surfaes. Sine we are onsidering spaelike 2-surfaes we apply the GHP-
formalism [11,12℄. On eah member Sλ the two null-diretions are xed and we hoose null-vetors la and na along
them. The omplex spaelike null-vetor ma is tangent to Sλ and dened up to ma 7→ γma with γγ¯ = 1. Sine ma is
Lie-transported along qa up to this indeterminay we have the equation Lqma = Ama+Bm¯a for some omplex-valued
funtions A and B on Sλ. This equation an be rewritten in the form
qa∇amc = ðqc +Amc +Bm¯c (4)
from whih we an derive the relationship
ðρ+ τρ+ ρ′κ = 0 (5)
between the spin-oeients ρ, ρ′, κ and τ together with its omplex onjugate and primed versions. The hange of
the area along the inverse mean urvature vetor is given by
d
dλ
A[Sλ] = d
dλ
∫
Sλ
d2A =
∫
Sλ
Lqd2A = 2A[Sλ], (6)
from the denition of the divergenes ρ and ρ′.
The hange in the Hawking mass is
d
dλ
mH [Sλ] = mH [Sλ]
+
1
4pi
(
A
4pi
)1/2 ∫
Sλ
[2ρρ′ + Lq (ρρ′)] d2A. (7)
1
We will use the notation and onventions of Penrose and Rindler [9℄ throughout.
2
From the denition of qa and the appropriate GHP equations we have2
Lq(ρρ′) = ρ′qa∇aρ+ ρqa∇aρ′ = −1
2
ρ′
ρ
þρ− 1
2
þ
′ρ+ primed
= −1
2
ρ′
ρ
{
ρ2 + σσ¯ +Φ00
}−
−1
2
{
ð
′τ + ρρ′ + σσ′ − τ τ¯ −Ψ2 − 2Λ
}
+ primed
Here, primed indiates the terms obtained from the displayed ones by the priming operation (see [9℄). Using the
denition of the omplex urvature
K = σσ′ − Ψ2 − ρρ′ + Φ11 + Λ
and the Einstein equations in the form
Φab = 4piG
(
Tab − 1
4
gab T
c
c
)
, Λ =
1
3
piGT cc (8)
yields
Lq(ρρ′) = −3ρρ′ −K + 1
2
(−ð′τ − ðτ ′ + τ τ¯ + τ ′τ¯ ′)+
+
1
H2
{
ρ′2σσ¯ + ρ2σ′σ¯′ + 4piGTabV
aV b
}
Inserting this into (7) and using (5) and its primed version to rewrite the τ -terms in terms of the divergenes ρ and
ρ′ (under the simplifying but not restriting assumption that κ = κ′ = 0) gives the nal result
d
dλ
mH [Sλ] = 1
2
∫
Sλ
{
ðρ
ρ
ð
′ρ
ρ
+
ðρ′
ρ′
ð
′ρ′
ρ′
}
d2A
+
∫
Sλ
1
H2
{
ρ′2σσ¯ + ρ2σ′σ¯′
}
d2A (9)
+ 4piG
∫
Sλ
1
H2
TabV
aV b d2A
Thus, as long as ρ and ρ′ remain non-zero, the rate of hange of the Hawking mass along the foliation of 2-surfaes
onsists of three terms whih are manifestly positive provided the dominant energy ondition is valid. Note, that the
seond and third terms are assoiated with the energy ux penetrating through eah partiular 2-surfae. The third
term is the density of the matter as measured by an observer moving along the timelike vetor V a perpendiular to qa
(note that V aVa = H
2
) while the seond term an be interpreted as the ux of gravitational wave energy along the two
distinguished null-diretions [13℄. The physial meaning of the rst term is unlear. There seems to be a superial
similarity to the expression for the Newtonian gravitational energy density ∂aφ∂
aφ if the gravitational potential φ
is formally replaed with log ρ or log ρ′. This analogy is somewhat supported by expliit examples in Shwarzshild
spaetime but this needs to be explored further.
As the 2-surfaes ow out along the inverse mean urvature vetor they generate a spaelike hypersurfae and the
question we need to ask is where this hypersurfae will ultimately end up. Will it neessarily beome asymptotially
Eulidean or ould it happen that the hypersurfae beomes hyperboloidal i.e. that it bends up or down just
enough to approah null-innity while remaining spaelike throughout? Sine there is no preferene in the setup for
one or the other time diretion this is diult to imagine and preliminary studies seem to onrm the belief that the
hypersurfae will beome asymptotially Eulidean. However, this is a very diult question whih an probably be
answered only by the full existene proof for the ow.
2
Sine the result of this omputation annot depend on how the null-vetors are extended o the surfaes, we assume that
they are geodesi, i.e., κ = κ
′
= 0 on Sλ. The alulation without this assumption yields the same result.
3
Suppose that spaetime ontains a marginally trapped surfae H with spherial topology and assume that there
is a spaelike hypersurfae Σ foliated by 2-surfaes {Sλ}λ≥0 obtained by owing along the inverse mean urvature
vetor qa. If Σ is suh that S0 = H and is asymptotially Eulidean then
lim
λ→∞
m[Sλ] = M
i.e. the limit of the Hawking mass at spaelike innity is the ADM mass. Furthermore, at the apparent horizon we
have ρ = 0 and
m[H] = 1
2
√
A
4pi
.
Sine the Hawking mass never dereases along the inverse mean urvature vetor we have m[H] ≤M or, equivalently,
AH ≤ 16piM2.
The present argument is very similar to the Jang-Wald argument in that the Hawking mass is used as the prinipal
tool to relate the two quantities in question while an appropriate ow provides the foliation along whih the mass
inreases. The main dierene, however, is that here the ow itself denes the spaelike hypersurfae. The hypersurfae
grows towards innity in a manner whih is ditated by the energy ontents of the spaetime so that the mass never
dereases. When viewed within the generated hypersurfae Σ, the vetor eld qa oinides with (twie) the inverse
mean urvature vetor of the 2-surfaes Sλ in Σ. The extrinsi urvature of Σ has the peuliar property that its
restrition to any of the leaves Sλ is traefree, in other words, the mean urvature of Σ is equal to the negative normal
omponent Kabr
arb with ra the normal to Sλ. This is the neessary and suient ondition for writing ρρ′ = −p2/8
with p the mean urvature of Sλ in Σ. With this and the relationship Re(K) = 2R/4 between the salar and omplex
urvatures of the 2-surfaes we obtain
1
8
[
22R− p2]
for the integrand in the mass integral (3) whih ompletely agrees with the expression used by Jang and Wald.
Despite the similarity of the arguments the tehnial problems seem to be ompletely dierent. While the Jang-
Wald ase was onerned with owing 2-surfaes in a three-dimensional Riemannian manifold, the present situation
has to handle the ow of 2-surfaes in a four-dimensional (Lorentzian) spaetime. Obviously, the present argument
does not (yet) provide a rigorous proof of the Penrose inequality but it gives a mathematially beautiful and physially
onvining demonstration of the fat that the origin of the inequality lies in the four-dimensional spaetime struture.
The main question whih remains to be answered is that of existene and regularity of the ow. This is the same
situation as with the Jang-Wald argument whih has been made rigorous by Huisken and Ilmanen. Just like in that
ase there is no reason to assume that the ow will remain smooth. If at any point one of the divergenes vanishes
then the surfae will shoot o with innite speed towards null-innity along one of the null-diretions. This will result
in a disontinuous jump in the ow and the question is whether one an nd a formulation for the ow problem whih
an ope with suh situations while still allowing for the above argument. It should be noted also that the starting
point of the evolution for the ow is singular beause the vetor eld is singular on the apparent horizon just as in
the Riemannian ase where the inverse mean urvature vetor is singular at the initial minimal surfae. However,
the hope is that just as in the Riemannian ase one an reformulate the ow problem in a way whih allows for an
appropriate regularization of the ow. Then it might also be possible to start with a trapped surfae instead of a
marginally trapped one and also to deal with the ase when the starting surfae has several omponents.
This work grew out of the attempt to understand the peuliar properties of ertain integral formulae [14℄ whih
provide a proof of the Penrose inequality in various speial ases. This relationship will be disussed in more detail
in a future paper.
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